2019 CONFERENCES & SUMMITS

Data Center, Telecom & Technology REIT Summit
(investor 1x1s only)
JANUARY 8 • NEW YORK

GetSmart Summit on China TMT
JANUARY 10-11 • BEIJING

Global Outlook Summits Week
JANUARY 14-18 • LONDON, LISBON, MADRID, ZURICH, GENEVA, FRANKFURT, VIENNA & MILAN

Battlefin/Jefferies Alternative Data Discovery Day
JANUARY 29 • MIAMI

Mandiri Investment Forum
JANUARY 29-FEBRUARY 1 • JAKARTA

Winter Consumer Summit
JANUARY 31-FEBRUARY 1 • VAIL, CO

Dental Summit (investor 1x1s only)
FEBRUARY 21 • CHICAGO

Doctor Panel Day New York
MARCH 5 • NEW YORK

Motor Show Conference (investor 1x1s only)
MARCH 5-6 • GENEVA

Paper & Packaging Summit (investor 1x1s only)
MARCH 6 • LONDON

Healthcare Summit (investor 1x1s only)
MARCH 8 • ZURICH

Brands Still Matter Conference Series
MARCH 13-14 • NEW YORK

HBV Summit
MARCH 18 • NEW YORK

Pet Industry Summit
MARCH 20 • NEW YORK

Consumer Investor Relations Summit Spring (investor 1x1s only)
MARCH 26 • NEW YORK

Radiation Oncology Summit
MARCH 27 • NEW YORK

GetSmart Summit on 5G Supply Chain in China
MARCH 29 • HONG KONG

Healthcare REIT Summit (investor 1x1s only)
APRIL 2 • NEW YORK

Immuno-Oncology Cell Therapy Summit
APRIL 5 • BOSTON

Cannabis Summit
APRIL 17 • NEW YORK

GetSmart Summit on China Consumer
APRIL 17 • HONG KONG

Doctor Panel Day Boston
MAY 6 • BOSTON

Satellite Summit (investor 1x1s only)
MAY 6 • WASHINGTON DC

ASEAN & India Corporate Access Days (investor 1x1s only)
MAY 7-8 • SINGAPORE
Software Conference
MAY 8-9 • LOS ANGELES

Fubon-Jefferies Taiwan Corporate Access Day
(investor 1x1s only)
MAY 15-17 • HONG KONG, TOKYO

Tech-Enabled Services Summit (private equity investors only)
MAY 22 • NEW YORK

Automotive Aftermarket Summit
MAY 23 • NEW YORK

GetSmart Summit on China Healthcare
MAY 28 • BEIJING

Israel Tech Trek
JUNE 3-5 • ISRAEL

Healthcare Conference
JUNE 4-7 • NEW YORK

Mobility Conference
JUNE 13 • ISRAEL

Nasdaq 40th Investor Conference with Jefferies
(investor 1x1s only)
JUNE 13 • LONDON

Steel & Metals Summit (investor 1x1s only)
JUNE 17 • NEW YORK

Consumer Conference
JUNE 18-19 • NANTUCKET, MA

Battlefin/Jefferies Alternative Data Discovery Day
JUNE 19-20 • NEW YORK

Global Outlook Summits Week
JUNE 24-28 • MILAN, VIENNA, ZURICH, PARIS & LONDON

Private Company Frac Sand Mining & Logistics Summit
JUNE 27 • NEW YORK

Industrials Conference
AUGUST 6-8 • NEW YORK

Financials Investor Relations Summit
(investor 1x1s only)
AUGUST 8 • NEW YORK

Global Disruption Summit
AUGUST 16 • HONG KONG

Semiconductor, IT Hardware & Communications Infrastructure Summit (investor 1x1s only)
AUGUST 27-28 • CHICAGO

Kyoto Summit
SEPTEMBER 9-10 • KYOTO, JAPAN

Fitness & Wellness Summit
SEPTEMBER 12 • NEW YORK

Satellite Summit (investor 1x1s only)
SEPTEMBER 12 • PARIS

Home Retail Private Company Summit
SEPTEMBER 17 • NEW YORK

Consumer Investor Relations Summit Fall (investor 1x1s only)
SEPTEMBER 18 • NEW YORK

Copper & Base Metals Summit (investor 1x1s only)
SEPTEMBER 25 • NEW YORK
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Battlefin/Jefferies Alternative Data Discovery Day
SEPTEMBER 25-26 • LONDON

China Unicorn Day
SEPTEMBER 25-26 • HANGZHOU

Denver SMid Cap Summit (investor 1x1s only)
SEPTEMBER 26 • DENVER

The Purpose Summit
OCTOBER 3 • NEW YORK

Industrials Conference (investor 1x1s only)
OCTOBER 8 • LONDON

Gene Therapy Summit
OCTOBER 8 • NEW YORK

Investment Companies Conference
OCTOBER 16 • LONDON

Business Services Private Company Conference
(private equity investors only)
NOVEMBER 6 • NEW YORK

CIO Summit
NOVEMBER 8 • NEW YORK

Cybersecurity Summit
NOVEMBER 12 • SAN FRANCISCO

West Coast Consumer Conference (investor 1x1s only)
NOVEMBER 12-13 • SAN FRANCISCO

BDC Summits
NOVEMBER 13-14 • LONDON, ZURICH, FRANKFURT

Specialist Speaker Summit
NOVEMBER 14-15 • HONG KONG

London Healthcare Conference
NOVEMBER 20-21 • LONDON

Battlefin/Jefferies Alternative Data Discovery Day
DECEMBER 3 • HONG KONG

Public Cloud Summit
DECEMBER 3 • LAS VEGAS

West Coast Business Services Summit (investor 1x1s only)
DECEMBER 5 • SAN FRANCISCO

Retail & Brands Summit
DECEMBER 5-6 • NEW YORK

Bank CEO Summit (investor 1x1s only)
DECEMBER 9 • NEW YORK

Alternative Protein Summit
DECEMBER 10 • NEW YORK

Denver Biopharma Investor Day
DECEMBER 12 • DENVER

Office & Industrial REI Summit
DECEMBER 12 • NEW YORK

Consumer Finance Summit
DECEMBER 12 • NEW YORK
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Winter Consumer Summit
JANUARY 21-22 • BEAVER CREEK

Payments Summit
FEBRUARY 12 • NEW YORK

Consumer IR Summit
MARCH 19 • NEW YORK

Healthcare REIT Summit
APRIL 1 • NEW YORK

Automotive Aftermarket Summit
MAY 21 • NEW YORK

Healthcare Conference
JUNE 2-4 • NEW YORK

Consumer Conference
JUNE 23-24 • NANTUCKET

Software Conference
SEPTEMBER 14-15 • LOS ANGELES